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Executive Summary
Developments in software are reshaping our lives and our economy. Software
innovations are being used by, and benefiting, virtually all industry sectors today. The
explosion of new capabilities made possible by software—in manufacturing, safety
functionality, and consumer devices, among many others—is no accident: companies
invest heavily in software research and development in the United States because new
inventions, implemented through software, can be protected by patents.
Too often, as an industry sector booms thanks to the investment companies and
individuals make in research and development, some will criticize the intellectual
property protection for that sector’s technology. The critics conveniently forget what
incentivized the research and development in the first place. Today critics are targeting
the success of software innovation; tomorrow it will be the next sector that is driving the
U.S. economy.
Concerns about patent quality and the need for claims that provide clear notice of
the metes and bounds of the property right are reasonable, but they apply equally to
inventions in all areas of technology. And Congress has created new and important tools
to improve patent quality.
Ultimately, the arguments given by critics of “software patents” (an inartful term,
since patents are not issued for software code, but rather for the invention implemented
by software) are simply unpersuasive. Software-related patents have led to tremendous
growth in the software industry, they are fostering open innovation and interoperability,
and they are incentivizing inventive solutions to unique problems.
In short: patents on software-implemented inventions are accomplishing the
constitutional imperative to promote progress in the useful arts.
Software Drives Economic Growth
Software-implemented innovations are a critical driver of economic growth,
exports, and job creation in the United States.1 Software-implemented innovations also
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play a more general role in sustaining America’s prominence in the global innovation
economy.2
If we look at just a few of the incredible innovations this nation’s inventors have
produced in recent years in which patented software played a central role, it is clear that
inventive software-implemented solutions are at the core of human progress. The
breathtaking solutions that enable blind people to see, automobiles to detect and avoid
oncoming danger, doctors to perform major surgical procedures on an out-patient basis,
tests that detect likely cancer conditions in advance of any symptoms, prediction of
weather events to save lives are all based on significant innovations implemented in
software. And these are just a few of the innovations American inventors have produced
in recent years in which patented software played a key role.
Take, for example, two members of the Partnership for American Innovation
(PAI)—Second Sight Medical Products, Inc. and ManyWorlds, Inc. Second Sight
Medical Products, which manufactures and markets implantable visual prosthetics to
enable blind individuals to achieve greater independence, depends on the protections
afforded by patents. ManyWorlds, maker of leading edge software that learns from the
people who use it to help those people make better, more personalized decisions, also
depends upon the patent system to protect its algorithmic solutions that analyze vast
amounts of data. IBM has more than 500 patented software inventions that help IBM
Watson Health aid the fight against cancer. The list goes on.
Without clear protection for the software-implemented algorithms powering these
innovative and diverse solutions—strong and defensible protection in the form of
patents—there would be little incentive for investors, be they small or large, to put
resources into these companies or innumerable others like them. Simply put, patents
enable the return on investment demanded by venture capitalists, early stage investors
and billion-dollar corporate R&D budgets.
The Patenting of Software Innovations
Patents are not issued for lines of code, computer programs, or apps. Patents are
issued for new and inventive processes expressed as algorithms implemented on
hardware, such as a computer, that performs a function. They are not issued for abstract
ideas.3 Even before computers and software existed, such processes were patentable—
patents were issued for algorithms to control the operation of devices such as
programmable looms and engines. As surely as computers and software carry and
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execute today’s algorithms, punched paper rolls and cams carried and executed the
programs of the day and all were patentable.
The beauty of the patent system is that it sees through and beyond the medium of
implementation, to the new invention. The patent system views software as a medium of
expression, just like a language. It sees no more sense in discriminating against
inventions implemented in software than our society sees in discriminating against ideas
described in Spanish versus French versus German versus English. Moreover, one
cannot obtain a patent on software (i.e., source code) because that is solely a linguistic
expression. But one can obtain—and should be able to obtain—a patent on a process that
is implemented on an actual machine via software. Software in its binary form and
implemented on a computer literally changes the physical configuration of the
processor—the software is effectively the gear that makes the widget work.
Patent protection is needed for software to encourage innovation and
collaboration, promote economic growth, and preserve our ability to compete in
international markets.4 There are three technological areas where the U.S. has a
significant edge over other countries—software, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology.5
These technologies currently are eligible to receive patent protection in the U.S., but do
not receive equal patent protection in other nations.6 The U.S. is the global leader in
these three fields because we allow patent protection for the results of R&D in all areas
of technology. The U.S. patent system does not have the government pick winners and
losers among forms of technology—instead, the market decides. Other countries are
giving less protection in these three areas precisely because they are behind—they view
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weaker protection as a way to obtain and use U.S. technology without having to
compensate U.S. inventors.
The U.S. is the most advanced country for software development, with 80% of the
world’s software produced here.7 Much like the semiconductor area, which consolidated
previously distinct analog, RF, memory and processor IC’s into one system on a single
chip, today, just about all things related to consumer electronics are being designed into a
single mobile device.8 Most of the advancements in the consolidation of technologies
within mobile devices—for example, camera, GPS, video, alarm clock, and soon-to-be
medical device—are driven by software.9 Software is also used to control numerous
features of mobile telephones and tablets, such as temperature, graphics, image capture
and compression just to name a few.10 As the Internet of Things develops, requiring
more sensors to communicate with one another to complete an action (e.g., closing a
garage door, turning on lights, automatically ordering more fabric softener), software is
creating new services for existing industries and creating new markets.
Software development is also a critical component of each step of the
manufacturing process—product design, production planning, engineering, execution,
and service.11 The vast majority of software-related patents today go not to traditional
software companies, but to manufacturing companies that integrate software into their
products and services.12 For example, software enables advanced manufacturing, which
can be used to create components of complex products more efficiently and at lower cost.
Manufacturers no longer need to design customized devices for different uses. Instead,
software applications tailored to different specialties—like virtual personal assistants on
smartphones and virtual reality headsets—transform the way we interact with our
technology.
Patents on software-related inventions provide small businesses and startups with
a tangible asset to attract funds while working on product development. They also
provide big companies with protection for their large investments and R&D budgets,
which allows them to bring new breakthrough products to market and accelerate the pace
of innovation. For example, IBM spent more than $5.5 billion in 2014 on its R&D budget
and has been the leading recipient of U.S. patents for twenty-two consecutive years. It
announced recently that it received a record 7,534 U.S. patents in 2014.13 Indeed, the
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GAO recently found that half of all patents granted in recent years were softwarerelated.14
So the issue is not “software patents,” but bright new algorithms that save and
change lives and happen to be implemented using computer software. Because many
breathtaking software-implemented innovations enable and power our modern world, at
levels of efficiency and performance unthinkable even just a few years ago, patent
protection is every bit as important as an incentive “for software-implemented innovation
as for the innovations that enabled man to fly, and before that for the innovations that
enabled man to light the dark with electricity, and before that for the innovations that
enabled the industrial revolution.”15 Software-related inventions are transformative, but
we will remain the global leader only as long as we continue to provide the incentives of
technology-neutral patent laws.
Software Patents – A Rational Path Forward
Despite this wealth of evidence, some call for the abolishment of patents related
to software and would have the government discriminate among different forms of
technology. This argument is often put forward regarding cutting-edge technology, even
though that is precisely the opposite of what led to the success of the technological field.
It is important that “patent protection be properly tailored in scope, so that
programmers can write code and engineers can design devices without fear of unfounded
accusations of infringement.”16 And we know that inconsistency in software patent
issuance causes uncertainty in the marketplace and can cause excessive threats of
litigation.17 However, the appropriate response to these issues is not to eliminate patents
for software-implemented inventions in their entirety, but rather to ensure the applicable
patents are “properly tailored in scope.”18 Those inventing in the software space dislike
poorly-drafted claims as much as anyone, because invalid patents that cover software
devalue high-quality patents by harming the reputation of patents in that field.
The view that software should not be patentable necessarily implies that the
software industry itself is not capable of innovation worthy of patent protection. Yet, in a
country where patent rights are authorized by the Constitution, “should not all fields of
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innovation be treated equally under the law?”19 Should we not avoid becoming a country
where one field of endeavor (e.g., pharmaceuticals or electronics) is deemed more “patent
worthy” than other fields (e.g., computer science and information technology)?20
The right course of action is rather to focus on the facts and data, and move away
from rhetoric and emotion. The anti-software-patent advocates, whose views are based
on anecdotes, rhetoric and hyperbole, simply do not have the facts and data on their side.
There is no software patent crisis that needs to be corrected. The IP system has taken
major strides forward in dealing effectively with problematic patents—both software and
non-software related. Of course, the system can be further improved, but addressing
today’s issues—which are real but not dire—through abrupt measures based on rhetoric
and anecdotes is like addressing a hangnail with an amputation: the immediate problem
will be obviated, but a slew of graver, irreversible problems will arise in the solution’s
wake.21
Improving the Quality of Software-Related Patents
The concern most frequently raised about software-related patents is that they
tend to be of low quality—often with overly-broad or ambiguous claims or based on an
invention that was obvious in light of the prior art. We should all be concerned with
patents in any field of technology that have those characteristics. The Leahy-Smith
America Invents Act (the “AIA”) was drafted with the primary goal of improving the
quality of patents issued by the USPTO. The patent examination system is ex parte—that
is, the applicant interacts directly with the USPTO examiner without third parties
involved. Congress recognized that process may lead to patents with overly-broad or
invalid claims and added two measures in the AIA to increase quality.
The first allows third parties to submit prior art during the application process and
explain why that prior art is relevant to the application. This will provide an important
resource to examiners and assist them in determining the appropriate scope before issuing
claims. The second provision allows a limited, nine-month window after a patent is
granted in which third parties can challenge claims of the patent on any ground that
would be available as a defense in court. In this Post-Grant Review (“PGR”) proceeding,
third parties can challenge abstract claims as not patent-eligible and provide evidence that
a claim had already been in public use when the application was filed. These two
19
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proceedings will be important tools to separate the wheat from the chaff and prevent
overly-broad claims on software-related patents from infecting the system.
Software-Related Patents Issued by the USPTO Stand Up in Court
The USPTO undertook its own study of the U.S. patents involved in some of the
highest profile litigation among major firms in the smart phone industry. The Office
conducted an empirical analysis of “software patents” and smart phone litigations, the
results of which were subsequently published by Stuart Graham and Saurabh
Vishnubhakat.22 The USPTO found that in the vast majority of these cases, over 80
percent, the courts have found the software patents at issue to be valid – a far cry from
the dire declarations and a rate of validity findings that compares favorably with other
technology areas. So the U.S. federal district courts, which are the principal reviewers of
USPTO decision-making, are finding in a clear majority of cases that USPTO
examination and grant of software patents involved in the smart phone litigation were
proper.23
An ongoing look at statistics in the USPTO bears out a similar conclusion—
rejections in software patent applications taken to its appeals board are upheld at a
slightly higher rate than for the USPTO as a whole, and those few decisions appealed to
the Federal Circuit are affirmed 95 percent of the time. So, to those commenting on the
smart-phone patent wars with categorical statements that blame the “broken” system on
bad software patents: get the facts. They don’t support the position.24
A recent comprehensive study of data related to more than one thousand patent
outcomes in more than two thousand cases further contradicts critics’ claims that
software patents are more likely to be held invalid when litigated.25 The study found that
patent litigation is a complex system made up of many layers, for example inventors and
their assignees, patent plaintiffs, and technology. When these layers are taken into
consideration, software patents are no more likely to be found invalid than any other kind
of patents.26
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The study also found that general software patents appear to perform better than
hardware-specific software patents.27 According to the study:
These findings are inconsistent with a narrative that software patents are
somehow second class citizens that are inferior to other patents. However, the
results are consistent with a layered approach to the patent system. It is not
enough to simply compare software patents to non-software patents; examination
by technology group and even patentee and plaintiff type are also necessary. For
example, the data imply that highly litigious NPEs may be better at selecting
software patents to assert than they are at selecting non-software patents. The
invalidity outcomes also show why patentable subject matter rulings are so
important to defendants – general software patents were harder to invalidate when
tested on other patentability criteria.28
Critics point to a study claiming that software patent owners win only 3% of their
cases that go to trial.29 But this study is a textbook example of the selective, anecdotal
evidence some use to support their arguments. The study focused entirely on litigation of
patents covering Internet business processes (“Internet patents”), issued during the first
few years in which such patents were granted.30 That is, its selection set was patents
related to methods of doing business on the Internet, and had little to do with actual
software technology. Also, this study looked only at patents issued through 1999 and
lawsuits filed through 2009.31 So the study pre-selected the very subset of software
patents that would be expected to be the most vulnerable both in scope and time. Yet the
statistics stemming from this study are unclear as to what trends they identify, and what
conclusions can be drawn – the study finds that patent owners win on only 3% of those
Internet patents that go to trial, and the accused infringer wins on 7%. Who wins the
other 90%? An additional, obvious but unaddressed question is engendered by the
statement that when failing to settle, the owners of non-Internet patents (“NIPs”)32 won
on the merits at a significantly higher rate than did owners of Internet patents but that this
finding did not hold up in regression analysis.33 Further, the study admits that when the
effects of other variables were taken into account in a logistic regression analysis, there
was no significant difference in the win rate for accused infringers between Internet
27
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patents and NIPs. So on close inspection, despite the agenda evident in the set of patents
selected for this headline-grabbing study, the only clear observation that can be made
about it is that it shows nothing.34
Responding to Criticism
Critics of patenting software-enabled inventions attempt an array of misguided
arguments.
1. Patents stifle innovation and foster monopolization in the software industry.
One of the oldest and oft-repeated criticisms of software patents is, at heart, a
concern for the viability of the industry: since the early 1990s, critics have voiced fears
that the software industry is somehow uniquely susceptible to the accumulation and
concentration of power.35 According to these critics, software patent rights impose
insurmountable barriers to market entry by enabling large companies to prosper at the
expense of smaller, and perhaps more innovative, competitors. The result is, allegedly,
stagnation in both innovation and industry development.36
History and experience provide the most obvious repudiation of these concerns,
but the empirical data presents a compelling synopsis. The software industry continues to
exhibit tremendous growth,37 and startups remain significant sources of innovation and
product development.38 Companies like Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, and Venmo have
experienced astronomical success, and once-dominant industry players regularly face
significant disruptive competition from startups.
2. Software-related patents prevent knowledge transfer.
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In the same vein, critics argue that, by enabling patent-holders to exclude
infringers and imitators, patents allow knowledge to be retained by individuals and
entities who do not then implement their innovations.39 These critics view research and
development as distinct; they imagine that patent owners obtain patents merely to prevent
others from monetizing their original ideas, or perhaps to exact prohibitive and
unreasonable licensing fees.40 Ultimately, the argument proceeds, licensing revenues turn
out to be elusive, and the transfer of ideas into industry is prevented wholesale.41
What this argument ignores is that patent exclusivity rights come at the cost of
full disclosure. In order to obtain a patent, an inventor must reveal both how the
technology was created and how it works.42 Software patent applications, for example,
must describe the invention with sufficient technical detail that a computer programmer
could code the software by looking at the patent’s claims.43 This level of disclosure is just
one reason that many inventors themselves say patents are not an efficient means of
protecting inventions.44 Nonetheless, patent applications have grown year-over-year,
leading researchers to argue that inventors instead value patents because they provide
incentives to innovate further and mitigate knowledge coordination problems, ultimately
contributing to a system of open innovation.45
The argument that patents support knowledge transfer is backed by empirical
data. A recent study by the International Chamber of Commerce concluded that patents
are essential to the open innovation model, by which firms are able to integrate external
knowledge into their own research and development processes, ultimately enhancing
efficiency and encouraging collaborative efforts.46 Patents give owners of technological
and other information the opportunity to disclose and trade that information without
losing control over it,47 while an open innovation system provides the channels of
communication that allow patented ideas to be developed and taken to market (through
39
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licensing agreements, joint R&D agreements, corporate venture capital, joint ventures,
and even acquisitions). The symbiosis of this system depends on clear, predictable IP
arrangements. Allowing inventors to obtain patents for their software innovations
provides them with continued incentives to innovate further, a means to coordinate with
those able to take their ideas to market, and a platform from which to develop new
ideas.48
3. Software is not patentable subject matter.
Changing tactics, critics often insist that software, being a series of mathematical
algorithms, falls into those categories of “laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract
ideas” which the Supreme Court has made clear are not patentable.49
Nonetheless, in order to advance their argument, critics must overlook the fact
that software patents are not just mathematical functions, but mathematical functions as
applied to resolve real-world problems.50 The innovative element of the software-related
patent is not the mathematical algorithm itself, but the use of that algorithm to create a
function, or series of steps, that is new, useful, and non-obvious.51
Inventions in information technology (including hardware as well as software) are
readily distinguished from those in more physical fields, including mechanical, chemical,
and articles of manufacture. This is because mechanical, chemical, and article of
manufacture areas can be described using well-known physical descriptors (e.g., “gears,”
“sprockets,” “wheels”) and chemical names.52 Patents on information technology
inventions, on the other hand, do not identify or claim specific objects, but rather use
conceptual terms to describe an invention by its function, or series of steps.53 Because
these patents describe a fundamentally different technology than that of more physical
inventions, it must be expected that information technology patents, including software
patents, will use different (and less immediately familiar) terms.54
The use of new and more abstract terms in software-related patents is a reflection
of a broader shift in the economy. Before computers and the software used to operate
48
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them became commonplace, a large percentage of a company’s market value was derived
from that company’s physical assets, including factories, equipment, and raw materials.55
As the United States has changed to a knowledge economy, intangible assets, including
intellectual property, know-how, and business methods, constitute up to 80% of the
market value of public companies.56 As society’s means of valuing companies shifts
from focusing on physical assets to more abstract intellectual property, it becomes
increasingly desirable and necessary that patent rights be available to protect these
valuable, intangible assets.
4. Patent rights should be reserved for inventions that, unlike software
developments, are truly revolutionary.
Finally, critics argue that software is fundamentally distinct from other areas of
innovation in that software developments are made incrementally, by building on the
advances of previous researchers and coders. Software developments allegedly contrast
with other inventions in that they are quick and inexpensive to produce, and can be
brought to market in relatively little time, without stringent safety testing or agency
oversight.57 As a result, these critics argue that patent protection should be reserved for
truly innovative developments.58
This argument is rebuffed by the same straightforward logic used to counter
allegations that software is not patentable: patents are not issued for the lines of code or
mathematical algorithms themselves, but for new and inventive solutions to unique
problems. These solutions are no more incremental or cumulative than those made in any
other industry, including the semiconductor, chemical, and medical device industries.59
Moreover, critics who denounce the innovative potential of incremental software
developments have lost sight of one of the most fundamental purposes of the American
patent system: to promote further breakthroughs by facilitating the broad dissemination
of information and technology.60 To accomplish this goal, the Constitutional Framers
deliberately constructed a patent system that would encourage universal participation by
rewarding modest advances in design and function.61 Unlike the European patent
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systems of the time, which restricted patent rights to the wealthy and elite through
prohibitive costs and burdensome administrative measures,62 the American patent system
was designed to both reward and encourage invention, however gradual, by protecting the
property rights of inventors without regard to their social class or educational level.
Congress has taken care to protect the integrative and inclusive nature of the
American patent system by acting to reject heightened standards of patentability. The
Patent Act of 1952, for example, was intended to abolish the requirement, imposed by the
Supreme Court in 1941, that patentable inventions be dramatic, breakthrough inventions
reflecting a “flash of genius” by the inventor.63 Instead, Congress codified a regime in
which all inventions that are useful, novel, and non-obvious may be patented,64 regardless
of whether the invention results from the inventor’s long toil and experimentation or from
a sudden flash of creative genius.65
When scrutinized closely, the litany of objections to software patents is threadbare
and unsupported by empirical data. For years, critics have worried that software patents
will undermine industry growth, contribute to the deleterious concentration of
knowledge, impose barriers to market entry, and prevent new innovations from being
brought to market. These dire prognostications have gone unrealized. Instead, the patent
system’s provision of strong incentives and ownership rights for software innovators has
spurred tremendous industry growth and attracted inventors from all over the world.
These inventors and their demonstrated preference for obtaining patent protections in the
U.S. provide the strongest evidence that the U.S. patent system functions, if not
optimally, significantly better than any competing system in the world. Their choices
reveal their objectives: to gain access to a system that incentivizes invention and
dissemination of knowledge while protecting ownership rights. We respect their
creativity and their hard work by maintaining a strong, fair patent system that champions
respect for individual rights. Ultimately, the U.S. patent protections given to software
innovators—without discrimination—signals that smart, driven risk-takers can best
capitalize on their great ideas and hard work here in the U.S.
Conclusion
Make no mistake: if America denies robust protection to software-implemented
inventions, decreased investment will inevitably follow—eroding a competitive
advantage in a sector that has proven vital to the United States economy. This would
benefit overseas competitors who would like nothing better than an open ticket to copy
U.S. software innovation. Why in the world would we want to invite such a result?
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Patent protection is critical for software-implemented innovation, to encourage
investment and collaboration not just for the sake of software, but for every technical area
dependent on software—meaning every technical area, period. Discrimination against
any form of innovation that has become critical to technological advancement, indeed
that in many areas dominates technological advancement, makes no sense. Let’s
celebrate America’s big competitive advantage: our broad, diverse, world-leading ability
to solve the world’s toughest problems using software technology. And let’s especially
celebrate those software-implemented ideas that break substantial new ground, by
continuing to support their patentability. Let’s optimally incentivize innovation through
the promise of patentability for all areas of technology.
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